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Asylum Definition

To qualify for asylum, an individual must 
have suffered past persecution or 
demonstrate a well-founded fear of 
persecution on account of race, religion, 
nationality, membership in a particular 
social group, or political opinion. INA § 101 
(a)(42)(A).



Particular Social Group (PSG) Case 
History – Acosta 

�Matter of Acosta, 19 I&N Dec. 211 (BIA 
1985).

� PSG membership can be based on a shared 
characteristic members cannot change OR a 
characteristic they should not be required to 
change.

� Endorsed in Lwin v. INS, 144 F.3d 505, 511 
(7th Cir. 1998).



PSG Case History – Confusing 
Analysis from S-E-G- and E-A-G-

� Matter of S-E-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 579 (BIA 2008); 
Matter of E-A-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 591 (BIA 2008).

� Two new requirements added: viable PSGs require 
immutability, social visibility, and particularity.

� 7th Circuit Reaction

� Struck down the social visibility requirement because 
it “makes no sense.” Gatimi v. Holder, 578 F.3d 611, 
616 (2009).

� Reaffirms the Acosta test, contradicting the BIA’s 
particularity analysis. Cece v. Holder, 733 F.3d 662 
(2013).



PSG Case History – BIA Doubles 
Down on Analysis

� Matter of M-E-V-G-, 26 I&N Dec. 227 (BIA 2014); 
Matter of W-G-R-, 26 I&N Dec. 20 (BIA 2014).

� Clarified that social visibility means whether the PSG 
is recognized within society as a distinct entity and 
renamed it “social distinction.”

� No additional guidance on the analysis of 
“particularity.”

� How does this affect 7th Circuit cases?



Matter of A-R-C-G-, 26 I&N Dec. 
388 (BIA 2014).

� “Married women in Guatemala who are 
unable to leave their relationship”



Formulating a PSG

� Do not use the persecution suffered as 
part of the PSG definition! The PSG must 
have existed before the persecution.

� Even though 7th Circuit limited 
particularity, adjudicators sometimes push 
back on broad, diverse groups.

� Gang-related cases are challenging.

� Don’t forget to establish a nexus between 
PSG and persecution suffered or feared!



Examples of PSGs

� Families (Torres v. Mukasey, 551 F.3d 616, 629 (7th Cir. 
2008))

� Honest former law-enforcement agents in Mexico (R.R.D. v. 
Holder, 7th Cir. 2014))

� Young, Albanian women living alone (Cece v. Holder, 733 
F.3d 662, 673 (7th Cir. 2013))

� The educated, landowning class of Colombian cattle farmers 
(Tapiero de Orjuela v. Gonzales , 423 F.3d 666, 672 (7th 
Cir. 2005))

� Parents of Burmese student dissidents (Lwin v. INS, 144 
F3d 505, 512 (7th Cir. 1998))

� Filipinos of Chinese ancestry (Matter of V-T-S-, 21 I&N Dec. 
792, 798 (BIA 1997))

� Members of a Somali clan (Matter of H-, 21 I&N Dec. 337, 
342-42 (BIA 1996)



Common Gender-Based Persecution 
and Ways to Formulate Proper PSGs

� Female genital mutilation / cutting

� Rape and sexual violence

� Honor killings

� Forced marriage

� Sex trafficking and forced prostitution

� Gender-specific laws and repressive social 
customs

� Domestic violence



Gang-Related PSG Analysis and Case Law

� Witnesses / informants

� Gang resistance / opposition

� Wealth

� Former gang membership

� Women and girls who are gang property

� Family members of individuals targeted by 
gangs

� Males of certain socio-economic classes

� Tattooed youth



Documenting a PSG

� Provide evidence of every aspect of claim 
(or explain why it’s unavailable)

� Client affidavit and testimony

� Country conditions experts and reports

� Law enforcement statistics

� Sociological studies

� Forensic medical exams

� Psychological evaluations



HYPOTHETICALS



Questions?

312-346-9766 x 715

jenny.ansay@nijfon.org


